Reports on Trip to Poland For UNRRA
Ship Carried Over 700 Farm Horses

By Lawrence Groehly

The war is very heavy in Poland to the reader, this week, an account "Report from Poland" written especially for us by Lawrence Groehly who has campaigned in Warsaw for the German, with the exception of a few months ago. Groehly has been employed by the Polish government to work on a ship carrying supplies for UNRRA Relief in the Establisment Administration; sup- plying food, a group who also worked across the safety of the American-occupied territory. Groehly helped the American evacuation to Russia in 1940, however, the length of the stay, and other conditions were not revealed.

Although I had worked several times before I was very surprised to find out that it was necessary for us to keep them inside any time through the trip until they were unloaded. The purpose being that a horse less done, and hardly capable of handling the crowd
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